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Gaming Elections
Games and Simulations as Capacity-Building Tools

About me…
u

Rex Brynen, Department of Political Science, McGill University
u

u

academic stuff research areas
u

Middle East politics

u

peace operations

u

intelligence analysis

non-academic stuff
u

u

Department of Foreign Affairs, PCO Intelligence Assessment Secretariat,
consultant to World Bank and UN agencies

conflict simulations and serious games
u

editor, PAXsims (http://www.paxsims.org)
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…and the sort of gaming I do

Middle East and North Africa Summary

Chatham House
‘The Regional
Dimension of the
Palestinian Refugee
Issue’

The Palestinian Refugee Issue:
Compensation and Implementation
Mechanisms
18-19 December 2013

Simulation Exercise
Report
23-25 June 2008

Chatham House is independent and owes no allegiance to government
or to any political body. It does not hold opinions of its own; the views
expressed in this text are the responsibility of the author(s)/speaker(s).
This document is issued on the understanding that if any extract is
used, Chatham House should be credited, preferably with the date of the
event.
This report summarizes a simulation exercise held at Eynsham Hall in
Oxfordshire in June 2008. The workshop was organized as part of the
Chatham House project ‘The Regional Dimension of the Palestinian
Refugee Issue’. The meeting was held under the Chatham House Rule
and the views expressed are those of the participants. At best, this
report serves as an aide memoire to those who took part, and looks to
provide a general summary of discussions for those who did not.
The views expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the view of Chatham House, its staff, associates or Council. Chatham House
is independent and owes no allegiance to any government or to any political body. It does not
take institutional positions on policy issues. This document is issued on the understanding that if
any extract is used, the author(s)/ speaker(s) and Chatham House should be credited,
preferably with the date of the publication or details of the event. Where this document refers to
or reports statements made by speakers at an event every effort has been made to provide a fair
representation of their views and opinions, but the ultimate responsibility for accuracy lies with
this document’s author(s). The published text of speeches and presentations may differ from
delivery.

www.chathamhouse.org.uk
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Why use games and simulations?
u

(moderately) positive effects on learning
u

intellectual cross-training

u

“safe to fail” environment

u

dealing with complexity (“fog and friction”)

u

u

adversaries

u

limited and imperfect information

u

second and third-order effects, unintended consequences

empathy
u

u

In the whole range of
human activities, war
democratic transition
most closely resembles
a game of cards.

forecasting and prediction

stimulates innovation and new ideas

Why use games and simulations?

u

ice-breaker

u

pace-changer

u

team-building and networking
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before you start
u

Do you really need a simulation/game? Why?

u

Do you have the time/budget/expertise?

u

REMEMBER: games do not teach themselves.
u

Design x Implementation x Exploitation

All of these are points of (potential) failure.

types of games
u

Digital vs manual games
u

cost

u

development time

u

interface/presentation/ease of use

u

adaptability

u

platform (or facilitator) dependence
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types of (manual) games
u

scenario exercises

u

seminar games

u

matrix games

u

card games and boardgames

u

mixed methods

designing a simulation/game
u

Start with education objectives: what are you trying to do?

u

Consider constraints.
u

u

Consider participants.
u

u

budgets, time, space, numbers
status, expertise, language, political sensitivities

Start simple (as a neophyte simulation user).
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designing a simulation/game
u

u

Integrate with course curriculum
u

identify issues for further examination

u

highlight/explore material already covered

u

demonstrate complexities and interrelationships

Think about atmospherics and participant engagement.
u

briefing materials, components

u

Provide appropriately challenging choices.

u

Dunnigan’s rules of (war)game design:
u

1. Keep it simple

u

2. Plagiarize!

getting buy-in from sponsors and
participants
u

Highlight other uses of serious games with audiences of similar (or
higher) status.

u

Explain rationale.
u

u

Early and in-game support from seniors can be very helpful.
u

u

solicit SME input
co-opt into game design or facilitation/adjudication?

In groups of mixed status and expertise, think about how to
manage hierarchy.
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designing a simulation/game
u

Playtest the game design.
u

incorporate revisions

u

university students make great (usually free) playtesters

revise

idea

requirements

design

playtest

game

facilitating the game
u

Shape expectations.
u

Importance of prebriefing. (How much? How little?)

u

Anticipate potential problems.

u

Be prepared to tweak game design on the fly.

u

u

u

Problem players?

u

Have extra materials on hand.

u

Ideally, don’t let players see.

Don’t let players feel railroaded.
u

Choices should be seen to matter.

u

Yes, Dungeons and Dragons is good training.

Encourage immersion.
u

Fun is not a dirty word (but the learning needs to be integral).
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learning from the game
u

u

Debriefing is essential.
u

What was everyone thinking and doing?

u

What should participants take away from the game?

u

What should participants NOT take away from the game?

Learn from your participants.
u

u

Monitor and evaluate!

Integrate into subsequent capacity-building
u

lectures, discussions, activities

Questions/discussion
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